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1184
Short impact wrench 1", S1 series
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DESCRIPTION
 

Short impact wrench 1", S1 series

POWERFUL:Twin-hammer impact system deploying a high torque value of 3,000 Nm.COMFORTABLE:S1 casing with 'full

hand' handle for optimum use even when wearing gloves, grip insulating against the cold and vibrations, and anti-impact

protection around the motor.The control devices are located in the hand's same access area: progressive trigger for controlling

the speed with two fingers, 6-position knob (3 power levels for tightening and for loosening) usable with one hand. Reversing

possible without having to put the machine down.LIGHTWEIGHT:Weighs just 7.5 kg for a speed of 4,800 rpm.Wrench

designed for heavy-duty maintenance of civil engineering plant, HGVs, farm equipment...Powerful motor: 3,000 Nm.Lateral

handle positionable around 360° with the same grip as the main handle.The socket is held in place with a friction ring and pin

for the operator's safety.The 1184 is designed with the air exhaust system directed at 45°.The air is not directed towards the

operator, which ensures greater utilisation comfort.
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1184
Short impact wrench 1", S1 series
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STANDARDS / DIRECTIVES
 

2006/42/CE, ISO 11148-6, ISO 15744, ISO 28927-2

SPECIFIC DATA
 

   Designation    SHORT IMPACT WRENCH 1"

   Sales reference    1184

   L (mm)    420

   Weight (g)    7500

   l (mm)    125

   H (mm)    170

   drive square    1"

   Rotation speed (rpm)    4800

   Noise level (dBa)    12.9

   C mm    94

   C min mm    6.3

   C mm    380

   Maximum input torque Nm    1/2"

   Guarantee    3000

Guarantee applied

M1 | SAM Equipment and Machine Guarantee:
Guarantee for a limited period, covering technical tools, devices and machines used under normal conditions. The length is given by the
number after the letter M: 1 to 5 years

>> Find out more
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